Find the pair
Link to the
Game

http://www.czpsicologos.es/evenbettergames/jugar.php?juego=cadaoveja

Consejeria de Education Junta de Castilla y Leon (Spain)
Promoter

Type of
Game

Mobile online game – one player

5-12 years old
Target Age

Language(s)

Prosocial
Value(s)

Prosocial
Skill(s)

Objectives

Description
of the games

http://psv.europole.org/

Spanish but...
there is only a brief explanation in spanish at the beginning of the game, later
it is made by images and pictures. We think languaje will not be a barrier on
this game.
Empathy
Solidarity
Ethics
Positivie communication
Responsability
Be empathetic
Problem resolution
Ask for help
Help the other

ê Direct: associate each emotion to faces that express the same emotion.
ê Indirect: develop emotional intelligence
ê Psychological, sociological, prosocial: Promote self-regulation and prevent
interpersonal conflicts.
There is a brief description of the emotions and then the game starts showing
an image in the centre of the screen and giving 2 columns with other faces
expressing different emotions. Pupil have to recognize the emotion in the
centre and decide which of the other faces show the same emotion.
Throughout the game will display drawings, emoticons and also real pictures
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Equipment
Needed

Device (smart mobile, tablet, laptop, computer) with Internet connection

Once you start the game, you can see the screen showed here where it
says that even if each of us have different faces, most of the emotions are
expressed similary.
Description
of The
Activity

Then you click on the arrow and appears a sheep telling that you will have to
pay attention to the face in the center and select from the columns the one
that express the same and place it below the initial image:

Clicking on the arrow you can go on through the screens (there are 38
different screens)

15 minutes
Timing

Images or
Other
Documents

http://psv.europole.org/
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Other
Relevant
Links

Tips and
Tricks

Source

http://psv.europole.org/

If you play this game in group it is more dynamic.

www.3gobiernodecanarias.org
Autor: Pilar Chanca Zardaín
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